JORDAN IP LAW, LLC
jordaniplaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Washington, D.C. | Silver Spring, MD
CONTACT | B. Delano Jordan | djordan@jordaniplaw.com | CO-CHAIR
ABOUT | We provide the full spectrum of IP-related legal services, with a particular emphasis on high quality, low overhead patent counseling and prosecution in all technical areas.
PRACTICE AREAS | Original patent application drafting; patent prosecution, opinions, trademark prosecution, IP portfolio management.

SCHOEMAN UPDICE KAUFMAN & GERBER LLP
schoeman.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | New York, NY | Wayne, NJ
CONTACT | Heather Heft | bheft@schoeman.com | CO-CHAIR
ABOUT | Our practice focuses on the clearance, prosecution, protection, maintenance, enforcement, defense and exploitation of intellectual property rights, worldwide.
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademark, copyright, patent, unfair competition; internet, technology, and related areas; domestic and international.

ACCELERON LAW GROUP, LLP
acceleronlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | San Jose, CA | Orange County, CA | Washington, D.C.
CONTACT | Fred Hasani | fhasani@acceleronlaw.com
ABOUT | Acceleron's IP experience includes advising clients on IP matters in the LED, RFID, semiconductor, medical devices, robotics, software, electronics, networking devices, cryptography and artificial intelligence industries.

BELL & MANNING, LLC
bellmanning.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Madison, WI
CONTACT | Kelly K. Burris | kburris@bellmanning.com
ABOUT | Bell & Manning, LLC is focused exclusively on intellectual property, with a particular emphasis on US and international patents.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent drafting and prosecution in the areas of chemistry, materials, physics, mechanical and electrical engineering, and software.

BURRELLSIP LAW, PLLC
burrelliplaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Detroit, MI
CONTACT | Kelly B. Burrell | kelly@burrelliplaw.com
ABOUT | Our practice is focused on patent preparation and prosecution, and we are located in the same building as the Midwest Regional USPTO. We are annually ranked as a Top Patent Firm.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent Preparation and Prosecution; Patentability, Invalidity, and Freedom-to-Operate Opinions; Trade Secret Counseling; Trademark Preparation, Prosecution and Counseling; Copyrights; IP Agreements.

CHEN MALIN LLP
chenmalin.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Dallas, TX
CONTACT | Li Chen | lchen@chenmalin.com
ABOUT | We represent Fortune 100 companies. We have successfully negotiated transactions that impact 11-figures in annual revenues. And we led multiple trial teams to victory against AmLaw 100 firms.
PRACTICE AREAS | Intellectual property counseling; patent, trade secret, trademark, and copyright litigation; FRAND litigation; and trade secret protection.

COBALT LLP
cobaltlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Berkeley, CA
CONTACT | Nate Garhart | nate@cobaltlaw.com
ABOUT | Cobalt attorneys are specialists in trademark, copyright, licensing, advertising review & FTC compliance, contests & sweepstakes rules drafting, online policy drafting, COPPA and CARU compliance.
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademark & copyright counseling, prosecution, licensing/transactions, & enforcement; advertising review; contests & sweepstakes; web policies.

CULHAN MEADOWS, PLLC
culhanemeadows.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Atlanta, GA | Austin, TX | Dallas, TX | Houston, TX | Boston, MA Chicago, IL | New York, NY | Princeton, NJ | Washington, D.C.
CONTACT | Anna Brook | abrook@culhanemeadows.com
ABOUT | We are a full-service IP practice. Each attorney has decades of Big Law experience. We offer superior services at lower rates by doing away with overhead while maintaining the key elements of traditional IP law practices.
PRACTICE AREAS | We specialize in IP litigation; PTO proceedings such as inter partes review and TTAB cases; patent & trademark prosecution; copyright registration; counseling; and licensing.

DTO LAW
dtolaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Los Angeles, CA | San Francisco, CA | Louisville, KY
CONTACT | Megan O’Neill | moneill@dtolaw.com
ABOUT | Headquarters in California, but litigating cases across the country, DTO litigators handle all manner of intellectual property matters, including patent, copyright, trademark, and trade secret litigation.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent Litigation, trademark and trade dress litigation, copyright litigation, trade secret litigation.

EDWARDS MAXSON MAGO & MACAULAY
em3law.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Atlanta, GA | Austin, TX | Chicago, IL | Dallas, TX New York, NY
CONTACT | Michelle Skinner | mskinner@em3law.com
ABOUT | Edwards Maxson Mago & Macaulay, LLP or EM3 was founded in 2017 to leverage the exceptional legal and business experience of its founding partners and the select attorneys who join the firm in a way that consistently delivers sophisticated legal services and excellent results at affordable business rates.

FOCAL PLLC
focallaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Seattle, WA
CONTACT | Barb Rhoads-Weaver | barb@focallaw.com
ABOUT | Focal is a boutique firm focused on serving technology, internet, and media-driven companies. We provide our clients with practical, business-oriented advice on day-to-day legal issues, commercial transactions, and disputes.
PRACTICE AREAS | Privacy, Cybersecurity, Licensing Agreements, Trademark Registration & Maintenance, Brand Protection & Enforcement, Copyright, Trademark & Commercial Disputes, First Amendment.

KIM IP
kimintellectualproperty.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Voorhees, NJ
CONTACT | Jae Kim | vjaekim@kimiplawgroup.com
ABOUT | Kim IP is a full service IP firm focusing on patent and trademark preparation and prosecution, IP litigation, licensing, and strategic counseling services related to patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent and trademark procurement, copyright, IP counseling, licensing, opinion work and IP litigation.
Lee, Hong, Degeman, Kang & Waimey
hlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Los Angeles, CA | Orange County, CA | Washington, D.C. | Seoul, Korea | London, UKD
CONTACT | Larry R. Schmadeka | lschmadeka@hlaw.com
ABOUT | As one of its largest practice groups, LHDKW’s nationally ranked intellectual property group obtains, protects and enforces intellectual property rights, both domestically and internationally.
PRACTICE AREAS | Worldwide patent preparation & prosecution; licensing; trademark & copyright registration; IP counseling, opinions, and product clearance; IP due diligence & IP litigation.

Loza & Loza LLP
lozaip.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Phoenix, AZ | Irvine, CA | Los Angeles, CA | Ontario, CA | Orange, CA | Pasadena, CA | San Diego, CA | Silicon Valley, CA | Westlake Village, CA | Washington, D.C. | Chicago, IL | Albuquerque, NM | Dallas, TX | Houston, TX | Salt Lake City, UT | Seattle, WA
CONTACT | Julio Loza | julio_loza@lozaip.com
ABOUT | Loza & Loza is a nationally-ranked intellectual property law firm representing the world’s leading innovators, from Fortune 500 companies to startup ventures, across a wide variety of industries and technologies. We are committed to helping our clients obtain and protect the rights to their intellectual property assets. Loza & Loza is a unique law firm that was founded and is led by women and minorities. Women and minorities account for 40% of our partners and 100% of our staff.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent, trademark, trade secret, and copyright, licensing, domain name disputes, IP counseling, and litigation.

Mac Murray & Shuster LLP
mslawgroup.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Columbus, OH
CONTACT | Josh Stevens | jstevens@mslawgroup.com
ABOUT | Led by a team of former state regulators, M&S provides regulatory compliance and defense counsel in consumer protection and privacy matters before federal and state agencies, including the FCC, FTC, CFPB, and state attorneys general.
PRACTICE AREAS | Advertising, contests, & sweepstakes; marketing & promotions; social media; privacy & data security including TCPA, CCPA, GDPR, and UDAAP, compliance & defense; attorney general and multistate investigations.

Ortiz & Lopez, PLLC
olpatentlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Albuquerque, NM | El Paso, TX | Las Vegas, NV
CONTACT | Kermit Lopez | klopez@olpatentlaw.com
ABOUT | Ortiz & Lopez, PLLC is an intellectual property law firm providing patent, trademark, copyright and other intellectual property legal service. Registered US patent attorneys.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent, trademark, copyright, & other IP legal issues, including IP prosecution and litigation.

Parrish Law Offices
dparrishlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Pittsburgh, PA
CONTACT | Debra Parrish | debbie@dparrishlaw.com
ABOUT | We provide a range of IP services with an emphasis on IP litigation. We have a broad range of technologies including wireless, cloud computing, cell phone, medical devices, assays & mech devices.
PRACTICE AREAS | Broad technology; patent litigation; discovery experience; copyright & trademark; patent local rules; IPR practice; licensing; and sponsorship.

Patrick Law Group
patricklawgroup.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Atlanta, GA | Chicago, IL
CONTACT | Meredith Sidewater | msidewater@patricklawgroup.com
ABOUT | Patrick Law Group is an agile, results-driven law firm that applies its talent, experience and advanced technology infrastructure to give our clients measurably superior results in a rapidly evolving business climate. We do this with a culture that fosters robust service, communication and collaboration to drive exceptional value for our clients. We are experts at preparing, negotiating and advising our clients on business contracts. We have drafted and negotiated thousands of contracts, and this is what we do every day. Our focus on transactional work has allowed us to gain deep experience in effectively and efficiently preparing contracts, which help our clients achieve their business objectives.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, international and domestic portfolio management and development, and licensing and transactions.

Peacock Law P.C.
peacocklaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Albuquerque, NM | New York, NY
CONTACT | Svitlana Anderson | sanderson@PeacockLaw.com
ABOUT | As a full-service Intellectual Property law firm, we have, for over 23 years, assisted companies big and small generate value from their great ideas.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, international and domestic portfolio management and development, and licensing and transactions.

Pinckney, Weidinger, Urban & Joyce LLC
pwujlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Greenville, DE
CONTACT | Helena Rychlicki | hrychlicki@pwujlaw.com
ABOUT | We help our clients protect their valuable intellectual assets and represent them in all aspects of IP law. We are well-suited to serve as lead or local counsel in Delaware IP-related cases.
PRACTICE AREAS | IP Litigation - lead and local counsel; technology licensing and protection; non-disclosure and confidentiality agreements.

Rahman LLC
rahmanllc.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Columbia, MD
CONTACT | Mohammad Rahman | rahman@rahmanllc.com
ABOUT | Rahman LLC dedicates its practice to original domestic and foreign patent and trademark preparation and prosecution.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent prosecution, trademark prosecution, prior art, infringement, and clearance opinions.

Rusing Lopez & Lizardi, PLLC
rlaz.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Tucson, AZ | Scottsdale, AZ
CONTACT | Timothy Reckart | treckart@rlaz.com
ABOUT | RL&L has a broad & sophisticated IP practice. Our team represents clients in transactions that range from routine to highly complex. We play a major role in many high stakes IP litigation matters.
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademark, copyright, trade secret litigation; IP licenses; technology joint ventures & development agreements; registrations; trade secret review.

Schroder, Joseph & Associates, LLP
sjalegal.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Buffalo, NY
CONTACT | Linda Joseph | ljoseph@sjalegal.com
ABOUT | Trademark, patent and copyright litigation as well as trade secret, non-compete, non-solicit and franchise matters throughout NY State
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademark, patent, copyright, trade secret, franchise litigation throughout NY State as well as transactional services.
Segmiller & Associates, P.C.
segmend.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Pittsburgh, PA
CONTACT | Kathleen A. Segmiller | kas@segmend.com
ABOUT | Segmiller & Associates has been a successful certified women owned law firm since 2008 and has been WBENC certified since 2013. As a women’s owned firm, Segmiller & Associates provides quality litigation services while participating as a business partner within a multitude of corporate and insurance carrier supplier diversity programs.
PRACTICE AREAS | Intellectual property matters.

Sideman & Bancroft LLP
sideman.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | San Francisco, CA | Denver, CO
CONTACT | Lyndsey Heaton | lheaton@sideman.com
ABOUT | We currently provide full service intellectual property and brand protection counseling from the initiation of rights-holder protections such as patent, trademark and copyright prosecution, through strategic planning, and enforcement.
PRACTICE AREAS | IP Litigation; Trademarks and Copyright Prosecution, Enforcement, Counseling; Trade Secrets; Anti-Counterfeiting and Anti-Piracy; Intellectual Property Portfolio Audits.

Stanek Lemon Crous + Meeks, PA
staneklemon.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Raleigh, NC
CONTACT | Shawna Lemon | slemon@staneklemon.com
ABOUT | Experience in medical devices, biotech, pharma, diagnostics, therapeutics, food science, chemicals, telecommunications, microelectronics, software, semiconductors, consumer electronics, power and energy and industrial equipment.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent preparation and prosecution, IP portfolio management, merger and acquisition support, due diligence, licensing support, opinion work and litigation support.

Talem IP Law LLP
talemip.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Gainesville, FL
CONTACT | Wendy Zimbone | wzimbone@talemip.com
ABOUT | Talem IP provides clients with comprehensive intellectual property solutions including patents, trademarks, and licensing, in the fields of engineering, software, semiconductors, and medical devices.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent drafting and prosecution; trademark filing; IP portfolio development and management; IP strategy; IP licensing and commercialization.

Walsh Pizzi O’Reilly Falanga LLP
walsh.law
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Newark, NJ | New York, NY | Philadelphia, PA
CONTACT | Christine Gannon | cgannon@walsh.law
ABOUT | Walsh’s IP practice delivers innovative and economical strategies for protecting, exploiting, and enforcing IP rights. Walsh works with individuals and corporations of all sizes across multiple industries.
PRACTICE AREAS | Theft of trade secrets, patent, trademark, copyright, and trade dress infringement, and false advertising litigation, and trademark prosecution.

Willenken LLP
willenken.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Los Angeles, CA
CONTACT | Peter Shimamoto | pshimamoto@willenken.com
ABOUT | Our attorneys have litigated—and, more importantly, won—a wide variety of IP matters across dynamic industries. By adopting creative strategies, we vigorously protect and expand our clients’ IP rights in their chosen markets.
PRACTICE AREAS | Copyright; patent litigation; trade secrets and employee mobility; trademark and trade dress; entertainment litigation.

Winterfeldt Intellectual Property Group
winterfeldt.law
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Brooklyn, NY | Washington, D.C.
CONTACT | Brian Winterfeldt | brian@winterfeldt.law
ABOUT | Winterfeldt IP Group is led by Brian Winterfeldt, who has over two decades of experience as a cutting-edge practitioner of trademark and Internet law. Our other highly experienced attorneys and staff all specialize in IP.
PRACTICE AREAS | We specialize in global trademark portfolio management, digital brand protection including domain name and social media issues, and related transactional and advocacy matters.

Zuber Lawler & Del Duca LLP
zuberlawler.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Chicago, IL | Los Angeles, CA | Silicon Valley, CA | New York, NY
CONTACT | Tom Zuber | tzuber@zuberlawler.com
ABOUT | Zuber Lawler’s IP team works internationally in IP litigation, deal matters, and global portfolio management involving a variety of technologies, including as examples pharma and distributed ledger technology.
PRACTICE AREAS | Copyright; patents; trademark; and trade secrets.

Zweiback, Fiset & Coleman LLP
zfclaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Los Angeles, CA | Washington, D.C.
CONTACT | Michael Zweiback | michael.zweiback@zfclaw.com
ABOUT | Headquartered in Los Angeles and Washington D.C., ZFC focuses on litigation and counseling related to cyber-crimes, data breaches, privacy related offenses, counterfeit goods, brand enforcement, and the theft of trade secrets.
PRACTICE AREAS | Privacy, Cyber Security, and IP litigation.
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ARIZONA
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CALIFORNIA
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